YMC

Hickory Golf & Night Golf

at Pretoria Country Club
Young Members Committee
The main objective of the Young Members Committee
is to bridge the gap between the older and younger
generations by hosting vibrant events and offering
effective networking platforms that encourage
participation in a membership culture steeped in
tradition. We aim to achieve our objectives by creating
opportunities where everyone can experience and
embrace the culture and lifestyle of Pretoria Country
Club. These events are often held in collaboration
with sporting and recreational sections to emphasise
and explore the diversity of Pretoria Country Club.

Barefoot Bowls
The annual Barefoot Bowls event is traditionally
accompanied by ample refreshments and lively music.
Keeping to our traditions, eight teams went head
to head in a fierce all out bowls battle. The reigning
champions were bumped down to third place by the
two new teams that had entered the competitive mix.
The vibrant atmosphere and the Bowls Section’s high
spirits made for a night filled with excitement
and comradery.

Safari Pot & Pons
Our annual Safari Pot & Pons made for a nostalgic
afternoon, taking us back to our university days, but
with a family-orientated twist. Hosted at the dam
area, the afternoon started with a welcoming punch
– that packed a punch! As the cookout commenced,
our resident DJ created an electric atmosphere and
the kids tired themselves out on the jumping castle.
Drawn by the siren song of the ice-cream truck, some
residents and their families also joined in our delightful
Sunday afternoon fun.
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Whiskey Tasting &
Cigar Evening
The Young Members Committee in collaboration with
the Pretoria Club had the privilege of kick-starting the
PCC 111th Anniversary Festival with a phenomenal
South African whiskey-tasting experience. This black
tie evening was hosted in the Library by presenter
Andy Watts, a multi-award-winning master distiller and
Head of Whiskey Intrinsic Excellence at Distell. Andy
gave a truly professional and informative presentation.
N9ne Catering delighted members with a decadent
three-course meal served in the Carl Jeppe Room,
whereafter the evening concluded in Library, which
had been converted into a cigar lounge.

Hickory Golf & Night Golf
A mix of the old school and the new school. Hickory
clubs, some of which are almost 100 years old, were
distributed to players to enjoy a three-hole hickory
challenge. Members returned to golf’s roots and came
dressed in their best hickory apparel to compete for
the prize of best dressed. As night approached, the
Firefly Golf Company lit up the greens with luminescent
lights in preparation for a six-hole night golf challenge.
Luminescent golf balls and wearables were distributed
to members, which illuminated the golf course and
ensured some great fun and laughs.
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